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Whether local, state or federal, Grooper has experience with simplifying document 
and data management for government entities. Our system transforms paper 
documents and electronic data, integrating them into a database to provide
power and fully leverage your information like never before.

Government entities across the United States are 
discovering the power of Grooper. Meeting tight 
budgets and constituent demands to modernize 
systems are issues that all governments face. 
Many agencies are also running a risk by storing 
millions of documents and records in poor 
condition or many locations. To lose those 
documents could possibly translate into millions 
of wasted dollars and manpower the next time an 
agency needed them.

Government agencies and divisions need to be 
able to access their information faster and in new 
ways. With its capability to capture and organize 
structured and unstructured documents, Grooper 
is a single platform suited perfectly to solve 
government problems and provide value in new, 
innovative ways.

Our Project Managers and Business Analysts will 
work with you to integrate Grooper technology 
directly into your environment. You can also 
leverage our decades of experience to process 
information quickly with Grooper as a Service in 
our Data Migration Center. 

“Space is a premium here, so being 
able to scan the paper that we no 

longer need and have 
that available electronically at a 

moment's notice is tremendous value 
to us. Any time that we 

can offer up the information quickly 
and efficiently and accurately, we 

definitely show return on investment.”

- Greg Gann, IT Project Manager, 
Sedgwick County, Kansas

Provide Better Service to the Public and 
Maximize Budget Usage
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Possibilities of Leveraging the Power of Grooper

•  Decrease time spent on manual indexing 
•  Convert text from the most complex forms, images, and documents 
•  Rapid insight to business-critical information for contract analysis
•  Enable quicker responses to Freedom of Information Act requests or agency audits
•  Integrate seamlessly with your current file systems  
•  Preserve and digitize historical documents  
•  Protect or redact sensitive information
•  Enhanced legal case preparation through powerful record search abilities
•  Provide solutions or improvements to virtually every department

Government Solutions

•  Permits
•  Financial Records
•  Land Records
•  Contract Analysis
•  Licenses and Certificates
•  Large Format Plans and Drawings

Government Contracts

•  Federal SEWP
•  NASA SEWP
•  Oklahoma State Contract
•  Alabama State Contract

•  Case Files
•  Human Resources 
•  Accounts Payable 
•  Historical Abstract Books
•  Redact Personal Identifiable Information (PII) 
•  Micromedia

“Practically every unit here within our agency uses Grooper on some level. It has cut down on 
our indexing time by 70 percent.”

- Ryan Freeman-Smith, Manger, Oklahoma Health Care Authority
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